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M
agnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
is a very important noninvasive
technique that is used to diag-

nose diseases.1,2 The diagnosis of diseases
through MRI is further improved by using
the MRI contrast agent.3 Two types of MRI
contrast agents have been developed so far.
One is the dextran coated superparamag-
netic iron oxide nanoparticle, which pos-
sesses a very large transverse relaxivity (r2)
of water proton of 100�200 s�1 mM�1 (T2

MRI contrast agent).4�7 The other is the
paramagnetic Gd(III)�chelate that pos-
sesses a longitudinal relaxivity (r1) of water
proton of 3�5 s�1 mM�1 (T1 MRI contrast
agent).8,9 Nowadays, the latter is prevailing
in clinical use because it can be generally
used for all organs, whereas the former is
liver-specific due to its large particle
diameter.10

Note that the Gd(III) ion itself has been
known to be the best metal ion in the peri-
odic table which can be used as a T1 MRI
contrast agent.9 First of all, it possesses
seven unpaired 4f electrons (8S7/2), giving a
large electron magnetic moment.11 No
other metal ions possess unpaired elec-
trons more than this. Furthermore, these
electrons solely yield the S state (no angu-
lar) electron magnetic moment, and thus,
the Gd(III) ion can very efficiently induce the
longitudinal relaxation of a water proton.9

It has been recently suggested that a T1

MRI contrast agent more advanced (i.e.,
more sensitive) than Gd(III)�chelates needs
to be developed. Gadolinium oxide nano-

particles could be one of such candidates
because they can have larger r1 values than
Gd(III)�chelates, depending on their par-
ticle diameter (d). The gadolinium oxide
nanoparticles have been synthesized by
several ways. The reaction between GdCl3

and NaOH at elevated temperatures yielded
the gadolinium oxide nanoparticles with
particle diameters of 2�15 nm.12�17 The ga-
dolinium oxide nanoparticles with an aver-
age d of �10 nm were synthesized from the
combustion of Gd(NO3)3 and amino acid
glycin.12 The gadolinium oxide nanoparti-
cles with an average d of �2.3 nm were syn-
thesized by decomposing Gd(III)�acetates
encapsulated in single-wall carbon nano-
tubes.18 The gadolinium oxide nanoparti-
cles were synthesized by dehydrating
Gd(OH)3.19 Gadolinium nanoparticles with
different compositions were also synthe-
sized. GdPO4 nanorods with d of 20�30 nm
(major axis) and 6�15 nm (minor axis) were
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ABSTRACT Paramagnetic ultrasmall gadolinium oxide (Gd2O3) nanoparticles with particle diameters (d) of

�1 nm were synthesized by using three kinds of Gd(III) ion precursors and by refluxing each of them in

tripropylene glycol under an O2 flow. A large longitudinal relaxivity (r1) of water proton of 9.9 s�1 mM�1 was

estimated. As a result, high contrast in vivo T1 MR images of the brain tumor of a rat were observed. This large r1

is discussed in terms of the huge surface to volume ratio (S/V) of the ultrasmall gadolinium oxide nanoparticles

coupled with the cooperative induction of surface Gd(III) ions for the longitudinal relaxation of a water proton. It

is found from the d dependence of r1 that the optimal range of d for the maximal r1, which may be used as an

advanced T1 MRI contrast agent, is 1�2.5 nm.
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synthesized from the reaction between Gd(NO3)3 and
ammonium hydrogen phosphate.20 GdF3 and GdF3/LaF3

nanoparticles with d of 10�110 nm were synthesized.21

Most of these nanoparticles showed larger r1 values
than the Gd(III)�chelates, depending on their d.

We deal with ultrasmall gadolinium oxide nano-
particles in this work. The ultrasmall gadolinium oxide
nanoparticles with an average d of 1 nm in this work
provided the r1 of 9.9 s�1 mM�1, which is much larger
than those of Gd(III)�chelates.8,9 It seems that surface
Gd(III) ions in gadolinium oxide nanoparticles coopera-
tively induce the longitudinal relaxation of the water
proton. As a result, this cooperative induction effect ac-
celerates the longitudinal relaxation of the water pro-
ton, providing a larger r1 than Gd(III)�chelates. We ad-
dress this by carefully examining the d dependence of
r1. We finally took in vivo T1 MR images of a rat with a
brain tumor by using D-glucuronic acid coated ultra-
small gadolinium oxide nanoparticles and observed a
clear contrast enhancement in T1 MR images of the tu-
mor after injection.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
High-resolution transmission electron microscope

(HRTEM) micrographs of ultrasmall gadolinium oxide
nanoparticles synthesized from three Gd(III) ion precur-
sors are shown in Figure 1 (also see the Supporting In-
formation). Particle diameters are nearly monodisperse
and estimated to be �1 nm for samples synthesized
from gadolinium chloride hydrate and gadolinium
acetylacetonate hydrate and �1.5 nm for a sample syn-
thesized from gadolinium acetate hydrate. The lattice
fringe of d222 � 3.2 � 0.3 Å in HRTEM micrographs is in
agreement with that (3.13 Å) of cubic Gd2O3.22 More
precisely, Gd2O3 possesses a bixbyite structure (space
group Ia3 � Th

7).23 Further details, such as the three-
dimensional structure, are given by both Pauling et al.23

and Moon et al.24

M�H curves (�5 � H � 5 T) at temperatures (T) of
5 and 300 K and zero-field cooled (ZFC) M�T curves (3
� T � 330 K) at an applied field (H) of 100 Oe were re-
corded (Supporting Information). Correction in magne-
tization was made to obtain a net magnetization of
Gd(III) ions in ultrasmall gadolinium oxide nanoparti-
cles for three samples. First, a net mass of the ultra-

small gadolinium oxide nanoparticles in each pow-
der sample was estimated by recording a
thermogravimetric analyzer (TGA) curve (Figure 2)
because surfaces of the ultrasmall gadolinium ox-
ide nanoparticles were contaminated by solvent
molecules as well as moisture. Then, a net mass of
Gd(III) ions in each powder sample was estimated by
multiplying m(Gd)/m(Gd2O3) (�0.8676) to the mass
estimated above. The M�H curves at T � 5 and 300
K show that both coercivity and remanence are
zero for all three samples (i.e., no hysteresis). This
lack of hysteresis as well as no magnetic transition

down to T � 3 K in the ZFC M�T curves shows that

the ultrasmall gadolinium oxide nanoparticles are para-

magnetic down to T � 3 K, which is consistent with

the neutron beam experiment.25 From the M�H curves

at T � 5 K, saturation magnetizations were measured

to be 234.1, 238.4, and 206.3 emu/g (average � 226.3

emu/g) at H � 5 T for the three samples, respectively,
corresponding to 6.6, 6.7, and 5.8 �B per atom (average
� 6.4 �B per atom), respectively. This average value is
slightly less than 6.9 �B per atom of Gd2O3,26 primarily
because the M�H curves are not completely saturated
at H � 5 T.

In order to measure both relaxivity and in vivo T1

MR images, ultrasmall gadolinium oxide nanoparticles
were coated by hydrophilic and biocompatible
D-glucuronic acid because of the toxicity of the Gd(III)
ion. The coating was characterized by recording both a
Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) absorption spectrum
and a TGA curve of a powder sample (Figure 3a,b, re-
spectively). The observed absorption frequencies char-
acteristic of the D-glucuronic acid in D-glucuronic acid
coated ultrasmall gadolinium oxide nanoparticles in-
clude the C�H stretch at �2910 cm�1, the CAO stretch
at �1610 cm�1, and the C�O stretch at �1080 cm�1.
It is known that a carboxylic acid chemically binds to
surface metal ions.12,27�30 This can be noticed from the
red-shifted CAO stretch. In the present case, the CAO
stretch is red-shifted by �100 cm�1 from �1710 cm�1

of the free D-glucuronic acid, which is consistent with
gadolinium oxide nanoparticles coated by various car-
boxylic acids.12 The TGA curve shows enough surface

Figure 1. HRTEM micrographs of ultrasmall gadolinium oxide nanoparticles syn-
thesized from (a) gadolinium chloride hydrate (sample A), (b) gadolinium acetate
hydrate (sample B), and (c) gadolinium acetylacetonate hydrate (sample C) as
Gd(III) ion precursors. Particle diameters are nearly monodisperse and estimated
to be �1 nm for samples A and C and �1.5 nm for sample B. Provided is the lat-
tice distance (d222).

Figure 2. TGA curves of ultrasmall gadolinium oxide nano-
particles (i.e., samples A, B, and C in Figure 1). The net weight
percentages of the remaining gadolinium oxide nano-
particles after TGA experiment are provided on the right.
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coating of the ultrasmall gadolinium oxide nano-

particles by the D-glucuronic acid (i.e., with maximum

coating of 84.55% because of remaining some moisture

and solvent).

The longitudinal (T1) and transverse (T2) relaxation

times were measured at various solutions of different

Gd(III) ion concentrations. The r1 and r2 were then esti-

mated to be 9.9 and 10.5 s�1 mM�1 from the slopes of

the 1/T1 (�R1) and 1/T2 (�R2) plots versus Gd(III) ion con-

centration, respectively (Figure 4a). The r2/r1 ratio is esti-

mated to be 1.06. The R1 and R2 map images were also

measured (Figure 4b,c, respectively). They show a clear

dose-dependent color change which is due to the relax-

ation increase of the water proton with increasing the

dose. This suggests a high sensitivity of ultrasmall gado-

linium oxide nanoparticles as T1 MRI contrast agent. In

general, the r1 should be as large as possible, and the r2/r1

ratio should be as close to 1 as possible in order for a

chemical to be used as a highly sensitive T1 MRI contrast

agent. The ultrasmall gadolinium oxide nanoparticles

seem to satisfy both conditions to a great extent.

Our r1 and those of others are provided in Table 1

and are also plotted as a function of d in Figure 5a. In

this plot, Gd(TETA)� was assumed to be the smallest

nanoparticle with d of 0.1 nm. The plot clearly shows

that the r1 depends on d. Assuming Gaussian, Lorentz-

ian, and log-normal functions for the dependence, the

maximal r1max and dmax were estimated from the corre-

sponding function fits (Figure 5b) and are provided in

Table 2. These fits suggest that the optimal range of d

for the maximal r1 will be 1�2.5 nm. Therefore, the ga-

dolinium oxide nanoparticles with d in this range may

be used as an advanced T1 MRI contrast agent.

This dependence of r1 on d can be reproduced by con-

sidering two factors which include one increasing and

the other decreasing factors of r1 with d. First, the decreas-

ing factor may be considered as the surface to volume ra-

tio (S/V) because the r1 drops to a negligible value as d ap-

proaches the bulk, as shown in Figure 5a as well as in

Table 1. This indicates that only the surface Gd(III) ions sig-

nificantly contribute to the longitudinal relaxation of the

water proton. We may simply write this dependence as r1

� S/V. By using an approximate formula S/V � 4(a/d) in

which a is the average diameter of Gd(III) and O2� ions

(0.234 nm)31 and d � 1 nm observed in this work; the S/V

of ultrasmall gadolinium oxide nanoparticles is estimated

to be 0.936, indicating that nearly all of the Gd(III) ions

are surface ones and, thus, may significantly contribute

to the longitudinal relaxation of the water proton. Sec-

ond, the increasing factor may be constructed by realiz-

ing that the gadolinium oxide nanoparticles with d less

than �4.0 nm possess larger r1 values than Gd(III)�

chelates (see Figure 5a as well as Table 1). Because

r1 is measured in s�1 mM�1, it could not be larger

than those of Gd(III)�chelates. Two kinds of theo-

ries for the longitudinal relaxation of the water pro-

ton exist.8 One is the inner-sphere model applied to

water molecules directly coordinated to Gd(III) ion as

in Gd(DTPA)(H2O)2� in Table 1. The other is the

outer-sphere model applied to water molecules

around the fully coordinated Gd(III) ion as in

Gd(TETA)� in Table 1. For the surface coated gado-

Figure 4. (a) Plots of the R1 and R2 as a function of Gd(III) ion concentra-
tion. Slopes provide the r1 and r2. (b) R1 and (c) R2 map images as a func-
tion of Gd(III) ion concentration.

Figure 3. (a) FT-IR spectrum and (b) TGA curve of
D-glucuronic acid coated ultrasmall gadolinium oxide nano-
particles. FT-IR absorption spectrum of D-glucuronic acid is
provided as a reference.
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linium oxide nanoparticles, the outer-sphere model

will be applied because the ultrasmall gadolinium

oxide nanoparticles are heavily coated by

D-glucuronic acid, as can be noticed from the TGA

curve (Figure 3b). One possibility for the increasing

factor is that several surface Gd(III) ions coopera-

tively induce the longitudinal relaxation of the wa-

ter proton and, as a result, accelerate it. This is sche-

matically shown in Figure 6a, where four surface

Gd(III) ions as an example participate in this coopera-

tive induction. However, individual Gd(III) ions in

molecular Gd(III)�chelates cannot afford this be-

cause they are separated far apart (Figure 6b). We

may simply write this dependence as r1 � the num-

ber (N) of cooperative surface Gd(III) ions. By using

2.1 s�1 mM�1 for N � 1 from Gd(TETA)� and the r1max

values estimated from the three kinds of function

fits above, the maximum numbers (Nmax) of coopera-

tive surface Gd(III) ions are consistently estimated

to be �5 for all function fits and are provided in

Table 2. It is expected that N will range from 1 to

Nmax such that it approaches the Nmax as d ap-

proaches the bulk. Taking into account the above

two factors together, we may write that r1 � 2.1 (in-

creasing factor) � (decreasing factor), that is,

for gadolinium oxide nanoparticles. By using the

Nmax and dmax estimated from the three kinds of func-

tion fits, assuming that N � Nmax for d � dmax and a

linear decrease of N from Nmax to 1 for d 	 dmax, and

assuming that the S/V is 1 for d 	 1 nm, r1 values

were calculated by using eq 1. After they are multi-

plied by proper constants to match their heights

with 9.9 s�1 mM�1 of the experimental data, the

height-adjusted r1 values are plotted in Figure 7.

Note that all look consistent with the experimental

data. This suggests that the above two factors really

account for the dependence.

Finally, we took 3 T in vivo T1 MR images of a rat

with a brain tumor. Before we carried out this measure-

ment, we performed an in vitro cytotoxicity test of a

sample solution by using two different cell lines up to

5 �M (Figure 8a). This test shows that D-glucuronic acid

coated ultrasmall gadolinium oxide nanoparticles are

not toxic for the tested concentration range of Gd(III)

ion, although the toxicity increased a little bit as the

concentration increased. A series of 3 T in vivo T1 MR im-

TABLE 1. Relaxivity (r1) of Ligand Coated Gadolinium
Oxide Nanoparticles and Gd(III)�Chelates (the ligand
used and the average particle diameter (davg) are
provided)

chemical ligand davg (nm) r1 (s�1 mM�1) r2/r1 reference

Gd(III)�H2Oa DTPAc 4.1 1.1 8
Gd(III)b TETAd 2.1 8
Gd2O3 D-glucuronic acid 1.0 9.9 1.1 this work
Gd2O3 PEG�silane 2.2 8.8 1.3 17
Gd2O3 PEG�silane 3.8 8.8 3.4 17
Gd2O3 PEG�silane 4.6 4.4 6.8 17
Gd2O3 PEG�silane 30 0.1 81.6 14

aOne water added. bNo water is directly coordinated to Gd(III) ion. cDiethylenetri-
aminepentaacetic acid. d1,4,8,11-Tetraazacyclotetradecane-N,N=,N==,N===-
tetraacetic acid.

Figure 5. (a) Plot of r1 as a function of d and (b) three kinds
of function fits to the plot. Gd(TETA)� was used as the small-
est nanoparticle with d of 0.1 nm.

TABLE 2. Values of dmax and r1max Obtained from the Three
Kinds of Function Fits to the Experimental r1 As Shown in
Figure 5b and the Corresponding Nmax

dmax (nm) r1max (s�1 mM�1) Nmax

Gaussiana 2.48 10.6 5
Lorentziana 2.49 10.3 5
log-normala 1.10 10.1 5

aThe baseline of r1 in all the fits was fixed to 0.

Figure 6. Schematic diagram showing that (a) four surface
Gd(III) ions as an example cooperatively induce the longitu-
dinal relaxation of the water proton, whereas (b) such an ef-
fect does not exist in individual Gd(III)�chelates. The inter-
acting and noninteracting Gd(III) ions with a water proton
are denoted as dotted and solid arrows for their spins, re-
spectively. The ligands are drawn arbitrarily.

r1 ∝ 2.1N(S/V) (1)
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ages of a rat brain are provided in Figure 8b. These T1

MR images clearly show a high contrast enhancement

of the tumor after injection. In the case of the brain tu-

mor, the brain�blood barrier (BBB) is broken. As a re-

sult, the sample solution can easily cross the BBB, caus-

ing a contrast enhancement in the brain tumor. The

contrast slightly increased as the time passed, but then

slightly decreased after 120 min due to the excretion

of the injected sample solution.

For clinical application, the sample solution should

be excreted through kidney and bladder. Figure 9a,b

shows a series of in vivo 3 T T1 MR images of both kid-

ney and bladder after vein injection of the sample solu-

tion. These MR images show a renal excretion of the

sample solution. We also observed a blood pool effect

of the sample solution. Figure 9c clearly shows a con-

trast enhancement of an aorta for a prolonged time af-

ter the vein injection. Although not quantitative, the

brain tumor, kidney, bladder, and aorta MR images all

together qualitatively show a wide biodistribution of

the sample solution in a rat with a brain tumor. This is

likely because of ultrasmall dimension of the

D-glucuronic acid coated ultrasmall gadolinium oxide

nanoparticles. Furthermore, it is expected that the

D-glucuronic acid coated ultrasmall gadolinium oxide

nanoparticle will be extremely valuable for target-
specific cancer detection, which we plan to do in the
near future.

METHODS
Materials. Gadolinium chloride hydrate (GdCl3 · xH2O), gadolin-

ium acetate hydrate ((CH3CO2)3Gd · xH2O), and gadolinium acetyl-
acetonate hydrate ([CH3COCHA(O�)CH3]3Gd · xH2O) as Gd(III)
ion precursors, air as an oxygen source, tripropylene glycol as a
solvent (boiling point � 273 °C), and D-glucuronic acid as a sur-
face coating ligand were used. All chemicals except for air were
purchased from Aldrich and used as received.

Synthesis of Ultrasmall Gadolinium Oxide Nanoparticles. Five milli-
mole of a Gd(III) ion precursor was mixed with 50 mL of tripropyl-
ene glycol and magnetically stirred at 100 °C until the precursor
was completely dissolved into solvent. Reaction temperature
was increased to 250�260 °C and refluxed at that temperature

for 24 h while air was passed through the solvent. After the re-
action, the reaction solution cooled to room temperature,
and the precipitate was washed with distilled water three
times. For this, 400 mL of distilled water was added to the re-
action solution, and the top solution was decanted after the
reaction product was settled down in a few days or so. This
procedure was repeated three times. A powder sample was
obtained by drying the reaction product in air and then used
for characterization. The same procedure was used for all
three precursors.

Synthesis of D-Glucuronic Acid Coated Ultrasmall Gadolinium Oxide
Nanoparticles. For both relaxivity and in vivo T1 MR image measure-
ments, ultrasmall gadolinium oxide nanoparticles were coated
with hydrophilic and biocompatible D-glucuronic acid. Gadolin-

Figure 8. (a) In vitro cytotoxicity test of a sample solution by using (i)
DU145 and (ii) NCTC1469 cell lines. (b) Series of in vivo T1 MR images
of a brain tumor of a rat (marked by an arrow) before and after injec-
tion of the sample solution.

Figure 9. In vivo T1 MR images of a rat with a brain tumor. (a) Kidney and (b)
bladder contrast enhancement after injection of the sample solution. These MR
images clearly show that the sample solution was excreted by the renal path-
way. (c) In addition, the sample solution shows a blood pool effect: a long
blood circulation time with a prolonged abdominal aorta contrast
enhancement.

Figure 7. Reproductions of r1 by using both eq 1 and the
dmax and Nmax in Table 2. They are labeled as G (Gaussian), L
(Lorentzian), and LN (log-normal). The heights were adjusted
to 9.9 s�1 mM�1 of the experimental data by multiplying con-
stants to the corresponding plots (i.e., 2.005 to G, 2.010 to
L, and 1.095 to LN). The two plots (G and L) almost overlap
with each other because their dmax and Nmax values are simi-
lar to each other.
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ium chloride hydrate was used as a Gd(III) ion precursor. The
ultrasmall gadolinium oxide nanoparticles were first synthesized
by using the same reaction procedure described above. After
this, the reaction temperature was lowered to 150 °C and 5 mmol
of D-glucuronic acid was added to the reaction solution. The re-
action continued for 24 h at this temperature. The reaction solu-
tion cooled to room temperature. D-Glucuronic acid coated ultra-
small gadolinium oxide nanoparticles were washed with dis-
tilled water three times to remove any remaining unreacted
Gd(III) ions in solution by using the same procedure described
above. Powder sample was obtained by drying part of the
D-glucuronic acid coated ultrasmall gadolinium oxide nano-
particles in air and was then used for characterization. The re-
maining part was dispersed in distilled water (total 40 mL), and
then, 2 mmol of sodium citrate was added to the solution to in-
crease the colloidal stability of the D-glucuronic acid coated ultra-
small gadolinium oxide nanoparticles in solution. However, 
 po-
tential measurement (Supporting Information) showed that the
colloidal stability only slightly increased after the sodium citrate
was added. For this, the solution was heat-treated at 120 °C for 5
min (as done in dextran coated iron oxide nanoparticles)32 and
then cooled to room temperature. This solution was used as a
sample solution for both relaxivity and in vivo T1 MR image
measurements.

Characterization. A HRTEM (JEOL, JEM 2100F, 200 kV accelera-
tion voltages) was used to measure the d of ultrasmall gadolin-
ium oxide nanoparticles. For HRTEM measurement, nano-
particles were dispersed in methanol (99.999%, Aldrich) and
were then loaded onto a copper grid which was covered with
an amorphous carbon membrane. A dynamic light scattering
(DLS) particle size analyzer (Microtrac, UAP-150) was used to
measure the hydrodynamic diameter of D-glucuronic acid coated
ultrasmall gadolinium oxide nanoparticles, and it was estimated
to be �4 nm (see the Supporting Information). A superconduct-
ing quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometer (Quan-
tum Design, MPMS-7) was used to characterize magnetic prop-
erties of the ultrasmall gadolinium oxide nanoparticles. Both
M�H curves (�5 � H � 5 T) at T � 5 and 300 K and ZFC M�T
curves (3 � T � 330 K) at H � 100 Oe were recorded. To mea-
sure these curves, an exact mass (10�20 mg) of a powder
sample was loaded into a capsule. D-Glucuronic acid coating of
the ultrasmall gadolinium oxide nanoparticles was characterized
with a FT-IR absorption spectrometer (Mattson Instruments,
Inc., Galaxy 7020A). To record a FT-IR absorption spectrum
(400�4000 cm�1), a pellet was made by pressing a mixture of a
powder sample and KBr. The amount of surface coating was
measured with a TGA (TA Instruments, SDT Q 600). The TGA
curve was scanned between room temperature and 700 °C while
an air was flowed. Both the r1 and r2 were measured by using a
MRI instrument (GE 1.5 T, Excite) equipped with the Knee coil
(EXTREM). The experiment for this has been described in detail
previously.33 Gd(III) ion concentration of an original sample solu-
tion was measured with an inductively coupled plasma atomic
emission spectrometer (ICPAES) (Thermo Jarrell Ash Co., IRIS/AP).
Then, seven solutions of different Gd(III) ion concentrations (3,
2, 1, 0.5, 0.25, 0.125, 0.0625 mM) were prepared by diluting the
original sample solution with distilled water and were used for
both relaxivity and map image measurements. In vitro cytotoxic-
ity test of the sample solution was performed by using the hu-
man prostate cancer cell line (DU145) and the mouse normal
hepatocyte cell line (NCTC1469) for Gd(III) ion concentration up
to 5 �M. Each cell viability was normalized with respect to the
corresponding control cell lines with 0.0 M Gd(III) ion concentra-
tion. Three tesla in vivo T1 MR images were obtained with a MRI
instrument (GE 3 T, Signa HD). To obtain them, 0.07 mmol Gd/kg
of the sample solution was injected into the tail vein of a rat
with a brain tumor. A series of T1 MR images of various organs
such as the brain tumor, kidney, bladder, and aorta were then
taken with a time interval after injection of the sample solution.
The rat did not die after experiment.
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